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Educating for Inter-Faith Dialogue 

 

Brunetto Salvarani 

 

 

Who is not familiar with The Simpsons, the family of the cartoon sitcom, that has been raging on 

screens all over the world for over 30 years? Matt Groening, the creator of the series, immediately 

decided to offer a realistic interpretation of his shabby heroes, declaring: ‘Right-wingers are always 

complaining that not enough is said about God on television, but the Simpsons not only go to church, 

but they also happen to talk about God’. He was right (of course). In the series, the religious element 

is very present, and it is present in the most natural way for a country like the United States, where 

the social scene is characterised by great multi-religiousness, and even new religions sprout daily like 

mushrooms and the freedom to profess one’s own religious is jealously protected. Let's take, for 

example, an episode titled ‘Homer the Heretic’, all focused on the most varied religious drives, which 

eventually sees the forces of the Jew Krusty the Clown, the Hinduist Apu and the Christian-tendency-

fundamentalist Ned Flanders join forces to save the Simpsonian house now burnt down because of 

the incorrigible negligence of the paterfamilias Homer. In this episode, Homer makes a series of 

gaffes against his friends who do not follow his religion (the original one, linked to an unspecified 

Presbyterian-Lutheran church, and the one he has just created in defiance of the first one), cruelly 

mocking Apu and closing the door in Krusty’s face. 

 

AN UNPRECEDENTED PANORAMA 

 

Dad Simpson’s embarrassing exposition on the process of multi-religiousness in action can help us 

to focus on the fact that there is an important role that education can play, in relation to the 
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environment around us: the role of helping us to interact in a positive way with it and to encourage 

the growth of a harmonious relationship between people of different faiths or political orientations, 

until a mutual (cultural or spiritual) enrichment is reached. These considerations are valid in general, 

but perhaps above all for that particular area represented by the religious environment, which has 

been marked by deep changes in the last three decades, even in countries religiously uniform such as 

Italy. Unlike in the recent past, today, even a quick snapshot of religions shows them first and 

foremost as a work in progress. It is possible to choose to be an atheist, to follow a religious 

orthodoxy, to change confession, to carve out one’s own path within the religions themselves1. 

Everything seems more fragmented, more uncertain than in the past, and believers generally feel 

freer, though less firm in their spiritual direction. The great religious institutions appear more 

vulnerable than ever, and the absoluteness of the divine message is usually challenged by the plurality 

of possible choices before us. The mosaic of faiths is becoming more complicated day by day, creating 

perplexity, doubt and, only rarely, hope. 

I believe that we have to react to these whirlwind changes in the religious sphere with a process of 

adaptation to them, which in turn requires a new approach in the fields of education and training, so 

that human beings can deal with this change in a positive and mutually fruitful way. Until recently, 

the majority of people in Europe lived within narrow, socially circumscribed religious groups, with a 

rather pronounced – because essentially undisturbed – awareness of their own identity and of the 

difference that separated them from people belonging to other religious traditions. For instance, 

Buddhists, Hinduists, Sikhs, but Muslims as well, lived in distant countries, frequented only by a few 

Western tourists and scholars, and were generally perceived as icons of curious, exotic, and even 

somewhat folkloristic spiritual paths. The current forced proximity, moreover, has not been 

accompanied by specific training, correct information or adequate reflection, while the collective 

emotion aroused by events such as the attacks of the 11th of September 2001 and the recurrent violent 

actions in the name of the god of the moment have contributed to spreading fear, suspicion and 

 
1 Cf. P. BERGER, The many altars of modernity, De Gruyter, Berlin 2014. 
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distrust. Such things also contributed to a very negative perception of religious pluralism, which is 

often seen as a senseless wedge suddenly driven into the calm scenario of previous indifference, 

apathy, secularisation, masked by a Catholicism of façade and by the motto ‘We cannot but call 

ourselves Christians’, Benedetto Croce style2. 

If we look at the history of the Catholic Church, for example, the picture appears linear. The largely 

dominant position, for the many centuries between the first Christian community and the eve of 

Vatican Council II, is called ‘exclusivist’, or ‘ecclesiocentric’, exemplified by the axiom extra 

Ecclesiam nulla salus. The perspective was exquisitely soteriological, and touched on the possible 

(albeit improbable, except in very particular situations) salvation of non-Christians; indeed, of 

infidels... During this long period, missionary proclamation remained tied to an exclusive vision of 

salvation: Christ or Satan; God or the idol; the truth that saves or the error that loses. Tertium non 

datur. It was only in the immediate post-war period that authors, such as J. Daniélou, Y. Congar, H. 

De Lubac, and K. Rahner, with his anonymous Christianity, elaborated the thesis according to which 

the positive values of other religions would find fulfilment in Christianity, especially in the so-called 

eschatological Christ. In particular, the theologians of the ‘Nouvelle Théologie’ spoke of religions as 

a preparation for the Gospel, reading Christianity as God's response to the strong desire that He 

Himself arouses in humanity, but to which it is not able to respond on its own: this is the ‘inclusive’, 

or ‘Christocentric’ position, that will find full implementation in Vatican Council II. (1962-1965). 

According to Paul VI, who signed the encyclical of dialogue, ‘Ecclesiam Suam’, on the 6th of August 

1964, the time had come when ‘The church must enter into dialogue with the world in which it lives’. 

Indeed, with a climax effect, ‘the church becomes word; the church becomes message; the church 

becomes conversation’ (ES 67)3. The declaration ‘Nostra Aetate’ - which, adopting an 

anthropocentric approach, indicates as the founding principle of relations the unity of the human 

 
2 Cf. B. CROCE, “Perché non possiamo non dirci cristiani”, La Critica, 20 November 1942. 
3 The Latin term used is colloquium, to indicate its daily dimension, lived; while dialogus it would have appeared only in 
the conciliar texts following this encyclical. 
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family, by virtue of the unity of the divine plan of salvation for all – recommends in turn, towards the 

faithful of other religions, sincere respect, collaboration and dialogue (NA 2). We could speak of the 

emergence of a new anthropological and theological status of the non-Christian, which saw the word 

dialogue enter the ecclesial vocabulary, alongside the usual terms such as announcement, teaching, 

catechesis, evangelisation and witness. Since the Vatican Council II, therefore, the crucial question 

is no longer whether and how non-Christian individuals can be saved (the classic de salute 

infidelium), but what revelatory and salvific value should be assigned to other religions as such: in 

this context, in what sense is Christ necessary for salvation and is the church a means of salvation? 

 

FOUR TYPES OF DIALOGUE 

 

In this regard, the Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue has drafted two important documents, 

called ‘Dialogue and Mission’ (1984) and ‘Dialogue and Proclamation’ (1991), in which Pontifical 

Council indicates the four possible models of dialogue. The first model mentioned is ‘The dialogue 

of life’, in which people, mutually well-disposed, strive to live in a spirit of openness and good 

neighbourliness, sharing each other’s joys and sorrows, problems and human concerns. I would call 

it, to paraphrase Pope Francis, ‘The dialogue of the next door’. 

The second is ‘The dialogue of works’, which takes place when Christians and other men and women 

of faith work together for the integral development and liberation of peoples, aiming at education for 

peace and respect for the environment, solidarity with the vast world of suffering, the promotion of 

social justice and peace among peoples.  

The third modality is that of the dialogue of theological exchanges, in which experts from the different 

parties seek not only to arrive at a minimum common denominator, but also to deepen their mutual 

understanding of their respective religious heritages, to the point of appreciating each other’s spiritual 

values. The aim is to render a courageous service to the truth, highlighting both areas of convergence 
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and fundamental differences, in a sincere effort to overcome prejudices and misunderstandings, that 

have not been lacking over the centuries.   

The last one is ‘The dialogue of religious experience’, which is what happens when people rooted in 

their own religious traditions share their spiritual riches, their holding their arms outstretched towards 

the heavens (pope Paul VI): for example, regarding prayer and contemplation, faith and the ways of 

seeking God or the absolute. The exercise of contemplation, in particular, responds to the immense 

thirst for interiority of spiritually searching people and helps all believers to penetrate more deeply 

into the mystery of God. 

The two documents are part of the discussion on the relationship between dialogue and proclamation 

and show that the missionary attitude is not cancelled out by the choice of dialogue, but that, on the 

contrary, dialogue is precisely the place of mission. In presenting the different modalities of dialogue, 

they identify four impediments to dialogue: prejudice, fundamentalism, syncretism, and polemic 

spirit. Ultimately, when engaging in dialogue, one must have an attitude of openness, curiosity, and 

a willingness to confront, which does not undermine our faith but, on the contrary, enriches it. Since 

‘extra Ecclesiam’, of course, the whole perspective has changed. 

 

EDUCATING FOR DIALOGUE, SOME INDICATIONS OF METHOD 

 

Against the backdrop of this quick overview, Groening’s cue in the misadventure of ‘Homer the 

heretic’ does not seem trivial. No authentic dialogue can take place on the basis of a renunciation of 

one’s own identity (which is neither an idol nor a moloch, but a path of research and an ongoing 

process), or of a generic ‘Let’s all love each other’, or of an indifferentism that trivialises differences 

at a low price. These differences are there, they will remain, and should not be minimised: if anything, 

they should be properly contextualised, and never dramatized. A serious dialogue, on the other hand, 

implies interlocutors who are aware of and in love with their identity! ‘Having firm convictions,’ 

writes Peruvian theologian Gustavo Gutierrez, the founder of the Theology of Liberation, ‘is not an 
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obstacle to dialogue, but rather a necessary condition. To accept, not by one’s own merit but by the 

grace of God, the truth of Jesus Christ in one’s own life is something that not only does not invalidate 

our way of dealing with people who have assumed perspectives different from our own, but also gives 

our attitude its genuine meaning’4. In an apparent paradox, the ability to listen to others is all the 

greater the firmer our convictions and the more transparent our identity of faith. 

A second criterion for fruitful inter-faith dialogue is the development of a positive attitude towards 

other religions. This is the common thread not only of Vatican Council II, especially in the declaration 

‘Nostra Aetate’, but also in the subsequent stages: from John Paul II’s choice of a ‘pedagogy of 

gestures’ (from his embrace of rav Elio Toaff at the main temple in Rome on the 13th of April, 1986, 

to the World Day of Prayer of Religions for Peace in Assisi on the 27th of October of the same year, 

from his approaching the Western Wall in Jerusalem, in 2000, to his walking barefoot in the mosque 

of Damascus, in 2001) to the joint proclamation by the Christian churches of Europe of the ‘Charta 

Oecumenica’ in Strasbourg, France (2001), to the repeated gestures and speeches of Pope Francis, 

such as the Abu Dhabi Document, on the 3rd of February, 20195. Education and training for inter-faith 

dialogue, or at least for a life of friendship and sympathy with people of other religions, must first of 

all seek to create a general attitude whereby we emphasise what is positive, good, beautiful, in the 

other religion, rather than its negative aspects, and place the emphasis on whatever unites or fosters 

cooperation and friendship, rather than on what divides.  

In view of this acquisition, it is obviously a question of embarking on a path which may prove to be 

long, complex and bumpy: it is pointless to have any illusions (but also to wrap one’s head around it 

before having tried seriously, of course!). Here are some indications of method that would favour this 

meeting and make it less tense and dramatic. First of all, inter-faith dialogue will have to mature 

within the framework of an acknowledgement that those engaging in dialogue are not religions 

 
4 G. GUTIERREZ, “Un nuovo tempo della teologia della liberazione”, Il Regno – Attualità 10 (1997), pp.298-315.  
5 PAPA FRANCESCO – AHMAD AL-TAYYEB, Documento sulla Fratellanza Umana per la pace mondiale e la 
convivenza comune, Paoline, Milano 2019. 
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(abstract entities) but women and men of flesh and blood, with their own unique and unrepeatable 

histories, experiences, sufferings and hopes. This is not an obvious consideration: how many mistakes 

have been made, and continue to be made, because of an entirely ideological and metaphysical 

interpretation of the other! Examples would be endless. First of all, create and foster opportunities to 

meet, therefore, in environments that encourage effective contact. It will then be necessary to have a 

good mutual knowledge of the interlocutors involved: knowledge of the texts and official documents 

of the churches and religions (learning about religions), but also human knowledge, starting from a 

sincere attitude of listening to the narratives of others (learning from religions). Working together in 

some specific area, for example, tackling social problems or unjust discrimination, could make an 

interreligious relationship denser and more convincing (against the background of the project for a 

global ethic advocated by Hans Küng6, while Pope Francis has been talking about a ‘social dialogue 

for peace’ since the exhortation ‘Evangelii gaudium’, 2013). Valuing experiences and lived 

testimonies in a fruitful dialogue, therefore, especially in the eyes of the youngest – in need of lived 

models and refractory to excessive theorising – will certainly help the dialogue process: with direct 

encounters, when possible, visits to the various places of the communities, and so on. The fatigue of 

the present time, which has also been hit by the experience of the ongoing pandemic, in the face of 

such clearly complex issues, can also be a valuable opportunity to rethink the meaning of evangelical 

radicalism, in the context of the pluralism of cultures and religions: without nostalgia for an 

improbable return to Christianity and without escaping into the future without roots, depth and 

realism. 

 

THOSE WHO DO NOT REGENERATE... 

 

Today, therefore, if we are intellectually honest, it seems impossible to deny that ‘Without dialogue, 

religions become tangled up in themselves or sleep at their moorings... Either they open up to each 

 
6 H. KÜNG, Global responsibility. In search of a New World Ethic, Crossroad, New York 1991. 
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other, or they degenerate’ (R. Panikkar7). And that, as Edgar Morin often repeats, ‘He who does not 

regenerate himself degenerates. Who knows if, with what has happened to him, Homer will be 

regenerating himself...? It is legitimate to have some doubts in this regard. Even if, in another episode 

(‘Screaming Yellow Honkers’, 1999), we hear him praying in no uncertain terms: ‘Jesus, Allah, 

Buddha, I love you all!’8. 

 

 
7 R. PANIKKAR, L’incontro indispensabile. Dialogo delle religioni, Jaca Book, Milano 2001, p.25. 
8 On the topics covered, I refer to two of my volumes: Vocabolario minimo del dialogo interreligioso [Minimum 
vocabulary of interreligious dialogue], EDB, Bologna 2008² and Il dialogo è finito? [Dialogue is finished?], EDB, 
Bologna 2013². 
 


